
AM 221: Advanced Optimization (Spring 2014)
Problem Set 3

Instructions: Solutions are due on Wednesday, April 9th, 2014, 11:59:59 EDT. All your solutions
should be prepared in LATEX and the PDF and .tex should be submitted to Thibaut. For each question,
the best and correct answers will be selected as sample solutions for the entire class to enjoy. If you
prefer that we do not use your solutions, please indicate this clearly on the first page of your assignment.

1. Optimality Conditions. Let f : D → R where D ⊆ Rn is the domain of f . We say that a point
x ∈ D is an interior point of D iff there exists a closed ball B such that x ∈ B ⊆ D. Throughout this
exercise, we assume that f is twice differentiable.

a. Assume that f reaches a local extremum at x, where x is an interior point of D. Prove that
∇f(x) = 0.

b. Assume that f is convex as well as D and that f reaches a local minimum at x ∈ D (without
any assumption on x). We assume that ∇f(x) exists: for example, f could be the restriction to
D of a function defined on a larger domain in which x is interior. Prove that:

∀y ∈ D, ∇f(x)T (y − x) ≥ 0

and verify that you can recover the condition of a. when x is interior to D.

c. Let us take n = 2 and let f : D 7→ R be a function of two variables (D ⊆ R2). Let us consider x
an interior point of D critical for f : ∇f(x) = 0. Writing:

Hf (x) =

(
a b
c d

)
the Hessian of f at x, give a sufficient condition on a, b, c and d under which f reaches a local
minimum at x.

2. Subdifferential Calculus. The theory we developed in class focused mostly on differentiable
functions. For convex functions, most of this theory can be generalized to non-differentiable functions by
introducing a more general notion of differentiability. This leads to the very rich theory of subdifferential
calculus for which we give a flavor here.

Let f be a real-valued convex function defined over a convex set C ⊆ Rn. A vector c ∈ Rn is a
subgradient of f at x iff:

∀y ∈ C, f(y)− f(x) ≥ cT (y − x).

The set of subgradients of f at x is call the subdifferential of f at x and is denoted by ∂f(x) (note
that ∂f(x) is a set and not a value).
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a. Let us consider a : R 7→ R defined by a(x) = |x|, x ∈ R. Compute the subdifferential of f at
x = −1, x = 1 and x = 0.

b. Show that ∂f(x) is a closed convex set.

c. Show that f reaches a minimum at x iff 0 ∈ ∂f(x).

d. Show that if x is an interior point of C and f is differentiable at x then ∂f(x) =
{
∇f(x)

}
.

3. Minimum Volume Ellipsoid An ellipsoid in Rd is the image of the unit ball by a linear invertible
map, i.e a set E defined by:

E = {Ax : x ∈ Rd, ‖x‖2 ≤ 1}

for some invertible linear map A : Rd 7→ Rd. In this case, we define the volume of the ellipsoid to be
|detA|. An equivalent parametrization of the ellipsoid is:

E = {y ∈ Rd : yTWy ≤ 1}

with W = (A−1)TA−1. Note that W is symmetric positive definite and that under this parametrization,
the volume of the ellipsoid is (detW )−1/2.

Let us denote by S++
d the set of symmetric positive definite matrices of size d× d. Given n points

x1, . . . , xn in Rd, the minimum volume ellipsoid problem consists in finding the ellipsoid of minimum
volume containing all points x1, . . . , xn, that is:

min
W∈S++

d

(detW )−1/2

s.t. xTi Wxi ≤ 1, 1 ≤ i ≤ n

a. Show that S++
d is convex.

b. Let us define d : S++
d → R by d(W ) = (detW )−1/2. Is d convex over S++

d ?

Using the fact that log is increasing over R+\{0}, we consider the following problem which is equivalent
to the minimum volume ellipsoid problem:

min
W∈S++

d

log det(W−1)

s.t. xTi Wxi ≤ 1, 1 ≤ i ≤ n
(1)

c. [Bonus] Show that the function f defined by f(W ) = log det(W−1) is convex and differentiable
over S++

d and that ∇f(W ) = −W−1. (Note: this is a bonus question, you can simply assume
the result and move to the next questions)

d. Show that the dual of problem (1) is:

max
λ∈Rn

log det

(
n∑
i=1

λixix
T
i

)
−

n∑
i=1

λi + d

s.t. λ ≥ 0,

n∑
i=1

λixix
T
i ∈ S++

d
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e. Show that the dual can be further simplified to:

max
λ∈Rn

log det

(
n∑
i=1

λixix
T
i

)
+ d log d

s.t. λ ≥ 0,
n∑
i=1

λixix
T
i ∈ S++

d ,
n∑
i=1

λi = 1

(2)

f. Let us denote by λ∗ the optimal solution to the dual problem (2) and by W ∗, the optimal ellipsoid
in problem (1). Show that xTi W

∗xi = 1 whenever λ∗i > 0 and give a geometric interpretation of
this fact.

4. Influence Maximization in Social Networks.

Code: In this exercise you will need to write a few scripts (computer programs) to solve a convex
optimization problem and manipulate data. You may use any programming language you like.
Please attach the source code of your programs (clearly labeled) to your homework solutions.

a. If you had 100 free iPhone7s to give away in a viral marketing campaign to advertise AM221,
what would you do?

In the problem of influence maximization, an entity (e.g. an advertising agency) wishes to maximize
its influence over a social network by spending resources to “convert” users in the network. We will
consider the following simplification of the problem. In this model the social network is represented
through a graph G = (V,E), we are given some budget K ∈ N and the goal is to select K nodes (users
to give a free iPhone to) s.t. the total number of nodes in the graph who have at least one selected
friend is maximal. We say that a node is influenced if it has at least one friend who is selected. We
will consider randomized assignments where we select each user i with independently some probability
xi ∈ [0, 1], s.t.

∑n
i=1 xi ≤ K (we’re going to give K iPhones in expectation).

b. Show that for a graph G = (V,E) where n = |V |, and (j, i) ∈ E denoting the fact that i and
j are friends, then if every node i ∈ V is selected independently with probability xi ∈ [0, 1] the
expected number of nodes influenced in the graph is:

n∑
i=1

1−
∏

j:(j,i)∈E

(1− xj)

c. Prove that the above objective function is not concave.

d. Keep calm and carry on.

e. Consider the function L : Rn → R defined as follows:

L(x) =

n∑
i=1

min{1,
∑

j:(j,i)∈E

xj}

Prove that L(x) is a concave function.
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f. In a few weeks we will prove in class that for any x ∈ [0, 1]n, we have that:

(1− 1/e)L(x) ≤
n∑
i=1

1−
∏

j:(j,i)∈E

(1− xj) ≤ L(x)

For now, you can assume this as a fact.

Formulate a concave optimization problem using L(·) whose solution will guarantee a feasible
randomized assignment which is at least a factor of (1 − 1/e) of the optimal solution to our
objective.

g. Download the dataset at http://thibaut.horel.org/facebook.txt. The dataset is a single
text file. Each line in the file contains the id of two users, indicating that these two users are
friends in the social network.

h. Write a function which given a file formatted as described in section g and a budget K ∈ N+

returns the optimal solution to problem you formulated in section f. The function should return
both the users to influence (and how much to spend on them) and the value (total amount of
influence) obtained. You may use any convex optimization library you want.

i. Plot the optimal value of L(·) as a function of the budget for the file downloaded in section g.
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